How to use the map

Edinburgh cultural map
What is this online map for
Based on the research ‘The culture and communities mapping project’, this map collects cultural places and assets gathered since February 2019 to date at a participatory instance with cultural workers and data scraping. This tool allows you to search for places or to discover new assets in your neighbourhood. A pop-up window
will be displayed when clicking on a place showing information regarding website and their descriptions. With this map you can compare the distribution of cultural
spaces in the city, provide feedback of missing or closed spaces and send us images if they are missing.

Edinburgh cultural map allows users to:
Learn about the diversity of cultural spaces and organizations in Edinburgh, contextualized within each neighbourhood and its demographics.
Increase awareness of ways to access cultural spaces through public transportation and bike routes.
Discover new places in non-central areas where is possible to provide culture and enforce community awareness.
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Exploring areas of interest
There are many ways of exploring Edinburgh cultural map:
If you want to explore an area of the city of interest for you, you can either a neighbourhood or a Ward and the map will automatically zoom into that area. By default
you will see all cultural spaces that are listed on the “Category” tab. From that list you can select with type of space you are interested in.
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Exploring areas of interest
By clicking on the table of content, “Table” tab, you can see a list of cultural places that can be found on that area.

Click on this tab

Exploring areas of interest
On the tab with complementary information you will find other key city infrastructures, elements, events and characteristics. For example, for Colinton you might
want to add to the map ‘Street art’, ‘Public sculpture’, Listed buildings’, ”schedule monuments’, ’Waterways’, ‘Cycle paths’ and ‘Lothian bus stops’. Now the map it is
more diverse in terms of cultural places plus sites of interest in public spaces, if it is possible to get there by bicycle and the bus stop who go there
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Exploring pop up windows
By clicking on the objects a pop up window will display information about that place. Make sure to scroll down to see all the information and to click on the arrow
right too review all features located in that area. In the image below you are watching 1 of 4 windows
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Exploring complementary information
If you scroll down on ‘Layers” you will find demographic information such as the Scottish Index of multiple deprivation; and if you scroll down the Key window you
will find the key symbols that are explaining the map content. For this Case Colinton is an area of low derivation, however it still present some clusters of deprivation
on the borders which might benefit from the cultural spaces and specially the open spaces and public art.
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Other ways of exploring the map
1. You can also zooming into an area of interest (using the slider or [+] and [-] buttons on the left) or drag it around to displace the map towards the place of interest.
2. If you are aware of the name of the place you want to find, you can type the name or key word on the search box ‘find address or place’ on the right bottom corner
of the map.
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